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merchandise, £10,000 ; ' ready money ', £12,000 *. But Sir
Thomas Roe, the English ambassador at the court of the
Great Mogul, wrote home in 1616 : cloth and lead " are dead
commodities and will never drive this trade; you must
succour it by change " *. The right to ' succour it by
change ' had been conceded in the Company's charter which
allowed £30,000 to be exported3. The apologists for the
Company stressed the limitation of the licence to foreign
silver4; yet, apart from the possibilities of evasion, once
the principle was admitted that bullion might be exported
the way was opened for further concessions. For one thing,
the amount was increased to £60,000 per annum in 1616
and to £100,000 in 1617, on the ground of " the enlargement
of the trade . . . and because there was found by experience,
for divers years, no detriment or inconvenience that had
grown to the commonwealth by such transportation of
foreign coin " 5. Next the export of gold was permitted:
thus in 1627, when the Company was unable to supply itself
with foreign silver owing to the interruption of trade with
Spain, it was licensed to export £30,000 in foreign gold 6, and
later in the year it was allowed to transport even gold ' in
English specie' 7. In 1629 it was authorized to export as
much as £120,000 per annum in gold, of which one-third
could be English8.
The recorded figures do not, however, disclose the whole
situation. Mun, who had access to the Company's books,
declared that between 1601 and 1620 there was shipped away
only £548,090, " whereas by licence they might have exported
in that time £720,000 " 9. This implies that the Company
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